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Contemporary R&B sound with a mixture of cultural styles of music. 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B

Pop Crossover, BLUES: Rhythm  Blues Details: CT Thompson was born in Monroe, LA, at a time when

Rhythm and Blues and Jazz and Blues were flourishing all over. At the age of 9, while listening to the

Hoss Man on WLAC out of Nashville, a singing and songwriting dream was formulated. He had been

bitten by the showbiz bug, and has not stopped yet. While patterning himself to the likes of Johnny Taylor,

Otis Redding, Sam Cooke, Marvin Gaye, and David Ruffin of the Temptations, he entered high school

telent shows, city talent shows, signing on the corners and parks, sneaking in nightclubs to hear Tousaint

McCall, BB King, T Bone Walker and others around town he was very inspired to continue. Then the

music changed while in college. It changed to psychedelic, Jimi Hendrix, Sly and the Family Stone,

Parliament, Earth Wind and Fire. The 60's and early 70's was kicking then, so being an R&B singer was

put on the back burner. Then CT moved to Seattle and picked up the tenor saxophone and began

studying saxophone under Joe Brazil at the University of Washington. Joe is one of the legends around

Seattle. Then CT moved to Chicago where he played in the horn section for Tyrone Davis, OV Wright,

Artie Blues Boy, Little Milton, The Dells, Clarence Carter and many others. He had a chance to meet one

of his favorites, the Howlin Wolf. For CT it was a great experience. Then he moved back to Seattle and

began forming bands around town. He had to stop playing saxophone due to dental health. So back to

singing where it all began. With some local musician they formed CT and the Record Band and began

satisfying audiences all around Seattle. Everyone moved on and CT is still movin and grooving,

continuing to write songs and sing around Seattle. He got the big idea to compile his songs into this CD. It

took a long road to get there. Many dues have been paid and the dream is still alive, as he would cry out

"But for the grace of all things, holy I go". Sit back and enjoy this CD and believe dreams can come true.
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So congratulations CT, this is a great CD and we're looking forward to your next one.
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